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Perl Nuggets

T his month, I will pass along some Perl
scripting tips and techniques that I

have found useful over the years. I have
included sample script segments for many
commonly used functions, such as ping-
ing a machine, parsing output, changing
directories, deleting files, and writing to a
file. Most of these Perl script segments
will run on both Windows NT/2000 and
Unix machines.

ISSUING “PING” FROM A
PERL SCRIPT

There are several ways you can issue
the “ping” command from a Perl script.
Many die-hard Perl programmers will tell
you that you should use the Net::Ping
function. While this is perhaps the best
way, it is not the only way. In the example
shown in Figure 1, you can use the “file
handle” method to call “ping.” This exam-
ple also demonstrates how to use the
“index” function to scan through ping’s
output and write a message if the client
cannot be pinged.

OBTAINING THE DATE
AND TIME

Figure 2 shows you how to obtain and
print the system date and time. This com-
mand works under Windows NT/2000
and Unix.

DELETING A FILE USING UNLINK

To delete a file under Unix or Windows
NT/2000, you must use the “unlink” com-
mand. The syntax is the same for both
Windows and Unix platforms:

unlink (“filename.ext”);

CALLING A PERL SCRIPT FROM
WITHIN A PERL SCRIPT

Sometimes you may need to call a Perl
script from within another Perl script. You
can use the “system” command to do this.
The following NT/2000 example shows a
line from a Perl script that calls another Perl
script. Notice that you have to enclose the
file and directory with \”. This is required
because of the blanks within the directory
name. Also notice that the value of the $_
variable is passed to the called script:

System(“perl \”g:/temp dir/clone testing
/ssidlist.pl\” $_”);

LISTING FILES IN A DIRECTORY

There may be times when you need to
obtain a list of files residing within a direc-
tory on your file system. The following
script segment will find all of the two-node
file names that end with “.txt”. This list of
file names is placed in an array named

@txtlist. The “print” command prints out
the contents of this array:

@txtlist = <*.txt>;
print @txtlist;

RENAMING A FILE

The following Perl script line renames
a file:

rename (“test.txt”,”test.old”);

USING “CHDIR” TO CHANGE
DIRECTORIES

You can use the “chdir” command to
change directories within your file system.
Take a look at the NT and Unix variations
of the chdir command. Notice that the
NT/2000 variation uses a forward slash
“/”. The NT/2000 variation of chdir also
allows you to switch between drive letters.
The following is the NT/2000 variation of
this command:

open (P1, “ping $client 2>&1|”) || die “Cannot start ping\n”;
@ping1 = <P1>;
close(P1); 
$test = index($ping1[3], “Request timed out”);
if ($test > -1) {
print “DIED client=$client, Reason=ping failed..timed out”;
exit(2);
} # end of if 
$test = index($ping1[0], “Unknown host”);
if ($test > -1) { 
print “DIED client=$client, Reason=ping failed..unknown host”;
exit(3);
} # end of if 

FIGURE 1: USING THE “FILE HANDLE” METHOD TO CALL “PING”

$now = scalar localtime();
print “$now \n”;

Output:
Sun Sep 2 18:01:03 2001

FIGURE 2: COMMAND TO OBTAIN AND PRINT THE SYSTEM DATE AND TIME 
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chdir (“j:/t”);

The Unix variation of this command is:

chdir(“/home/test”);

RECEIVING AN INPUT
PARAMETER

There are many situations in which you
will need to receive an input parameter into
your script. In this example, two parameters
will be received from the command line and
will be printed. Notice that the parameters
are held in the $ARGV array:

print “$ARGV[0] \n”;
print “$ARGV[1] \n”;

To invoke this script, enter the following:

perl name_of_script.pl parm1 parm2

The script will produce the following
output:

parm1
parm2

ISSUING A SYSTEM COMMAND

There are several ways you can issue a
system command from a Perl script. Many of
the examples shown here use the “file handle”
method. In this example, the “system” com-
mand will be used. This single line will call
the “notepad” application. The script will be
suspended until the notepad program ends:

system(“notepad”);

WRITING A SUBROUTINE

Writing subroutines in Perl is simple. In
the example in Figure 3, a subroutine
named “prt_line” is created. This subroutine
will accept a string parameter from the
caller and print the string. Notice that the
passed string is available in the first element
of the “$_” array.

WRITING TO A FILE

The example in Figure 4 will write a
string to a file named test.txt.

HOW TO TOKENIZE AN INPUT
STRING USING THE “SPLIT”
COMMAND

There are many times when you will need
to “tokenize” and input string. In the example

shown in Figure 5, the “dir *.” command is
issued to list the directories on a Windows
2000 drive. The “dir *.” command is issued
using the “open” statement. Next, the output
of the dir command is placed into an array
named @dirinfo. Then, a “foreach” loop is
entered that will loop through the entire
array. The first command in the foreach
loop will tokenize the dir output into the
variable’s $date, $time, $dir, and $dirname.
Finally, the contents of these variables are

printed. The output of the script is shown
in Figure 6.  
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sub prt_line { 
print $_[0];

} # end of prt_line sub routine
$string1 = “Test string”;
prt_line ($string1);

FIGURE 3: SUBROUTINE “PRT_LINE”

open (MYOP, “>test.txt”);
print MYOP “This string will be written to a file\n”;
close(MYOP); 

FIGURE 4: SUBROUTINE TO WRITE A STRING TO A FILE NAMED TEST.TXT 

open (WINDIR, “dir *.|”) || die “Cannot get dir report\n”;
@dirinfo = <WINDIR>;
#
# The array @dirinfo will contain information like this:
# each line of the dirinfo report is a element in the array
#
#Volume in drive I is FOOSERVER_DriveI
# Volume Serial Number is 1452-C8B1
#
# Directory of I:\temp
#
#05/28/2002  01:02p      <DIR>          .
#05/28/2002  01:02p      <DIR>          ..
#05/28/2002  12:53p      <DIR>          oliver
#05/28/2002  12:52p      <DIR>          smsdata
#05/28/2002  12:52p      <DIR>          smsdata1
#05/28/2002  12:53p      <DIR>          temp
#05/28/2002  12:53p      <DIR>          users
#              0 File(s)              0 bytes
#               7 Dir(s)  233,662,914,560 bytes free#
#
foreach (@dirinfo) {
($date,$time,$dir,$dirname) = split;
print “time = $time “;
print “directory name = $dirname\n”;
} # end of foreach

FIGURE 5: THE DIR COMMAND IS ISSUED TO LIST THE
DIRECTORIES ON A WINDOWS 2000 DRIVE 

time = in directory name = I
time = Serial directory name = is
time =  directory name = 
time = of directory name = 
time =  directory name = 
time = 12:58p directory name = .
time = 12:58p directory name = ..
time = 12:53p directory name = oliver
time = 12:52p directory name = smsdata
time = 12:52p directory name = smsdata1
time = 12:53p directory name = temp
time = 12:53p directory name = users
time = File(s) directory name = bytes
time = Dir(s) directory name = bytes

FIGURE 6: THE OUTPUT OF THE SCRIPT IN FIGURE 5


